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Abstract
Cooking is a daily activity that some people do. To do so, some people might need to refer to recipes. However, it is sometimes difficult and time consuming to find the right recipe, especially local Malaysian dishes. Although there are solutions such as apps to quickly search for recipes were developed, existing apps and solutions seem to lack the feature to suggest recipes to the user based on their preferred ingredients. This project aims to develop a new mobile recipe application, called Recipe4U using web scraping framework where this application is expected to suggest recipes based on the user’s preferred ingredients. The app will include Malaysian dishes recipe with both English and Malay language selection. The project implemented regular expression to search the ingredients based on the keywords entered by the user. This project uses Android Mobile Application with Java language and a web scraping application scripts in R language and SQLite database for recommender function. The user acceptance test results proved that this project is well accepted by the end users. A survey was conducted on app’s acceptance test with 83 respondents, to obtain their feedback on the app’s functionality and usability. Based on the survey, 89% of the respondents are very satisfied with the overall function of the app. For future work, more sources of the recipes will be added, recipe sharing, and bookmark feature will be implemented to improve the usability of the app.
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Introduction
Cooking is a basic thing to do in daily life. Preparing menus may require people to search and think for suitable recipe according to their preferences or maybe they are searching for a new recipe to try. Recipe made cooking easier as it provides all necessary steps and ingredients to cook the foods as intended (Linda, 2019). Traditionally, recipes can be obtained through printed medium such as cooking magazines or books. As the technologies improved day by day, the technologies such as the Internet and smartphone give people an easy way to browse and access information at their
fingertips (Nath & Mukherjee, 2015). This information such as cooking recipes, can be found easily through the internet. Smartphone has become a great medium for finding recipe on the go. According to (Yanai et al., 2014), cooking recipe websites, blogs and social media such as Facebook and Instagram, have become common nowadays since user can access them using their smartphones, hence allowing them to access information anywhere and anytime. There are many known websites and mobile applications currently available for free to find recipe such as BBC Good Food, Tasty, Big Oven, Cookpad and more, which provide recipe suggestion, steps to cook (with media instructions), list of ingredients needed and users are able to share their favorite recipe or their own recipe with others too. Despite of the plenty recipes provided, most of the apps or webs cannot provide or recommend recipes according to the user preferred ingredients. Besides, the apps and web sites as mentioned only focusing on Western and some Asian cuisine recipes. Hence, the focus of the study is to provide users with more familiar local Malaysian dishes and ingredients.

The objective of this study is to develop a new mobile recipe application using web scrapping framework where this application is expected to suggest recipes based on the user’s preferred ingredients and focused on Malaysian dishes recipe with English and Malay language selection option. This project will help users to get an ideal recipe based on their ingredient availability and save their time searching for the right recipe.

The remainder of this paper will cover on the review of the previous mobile recipe application and techniques for web scrapping. Section 3 elaborates the development of mobile recipe application. Section 4 discusses the results obtained and the analysis done. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with the future research.

Literature Review on System Development

Web Scraping

Web scraping is also known as data mining and web harvesting. It is a method to extract and fetch data from websites. Glez-Pena et al. (2013) also defines web scraping as procedure of extract and combine contents from Web in a systematic way. Web scraping contains of variations of programming technique and technologies such as data analysis and information security (Mitchell, 2015). There are numerous methods and algorithms available for performing web scraping such as manual scraping, website scraping API and regular expression.

Regular expression has been chosen for this project because it can choose more than one element and it can infer appropriate regular expression to recognize that element in the page while manual method is costly and website scraping API have limited amount of output document formats, and also have deep learning curve. Regular expression can recognize strings or patterns in unstructured text (Ferrara et al., 2014) and writing a regular expression on HTML pages have several criteria: word boundaries, HTML tags, tables structure, etc. According to (Goyvaerts, 2007), regular expression requires an “engine” which is a piece of software that can process the regular expressions syntax. This engine will try to match the regex pattern to the given string and usually the engine is part of a larger application where user do not access the engine directly, but the application will access it when needed and making sure that the right regular expression is used for the right file or data.
Recommendation System
As technology growth over the years, recommendation system has been widely used in businesses and social media such as Facebook. According to (Li et al., 2018), recommendation system is an information filtering technology where the user can search a significant information. It helps the user to search for information accurately based on user preferences. Recommendation systems manage excess numbers of data for user by providing them with personalize, exclusive content and service recommendation (Isinkaye et al., 2015).

There are two recommender algorithms considered in this study; Content Based Filtering Algorithm (CBFA) and Collaborative Filtering Algorithm (CFA), and hybridization of those two algorithms is also taken into consideration. CBFA will recommend items based on the relationship between content of the items and user profile (Karbhari et al., 2017). Meanwhile CFA will recommend items based on what multiple users preferred (Kembellec et al., 2014). While hybrid filtering algorithm is a combination of the advantages of both algorithms. All this algorithm has their owns pros and cons, however after reviewing pros and cons among those, CFA is chosen as it is suitable algorithm for this project. It is easy to implement this algorithm and capable to improve the predication of the performance.

Collaborative Filtering Algorithm
According to (Isinkaye et al., 2015), collaborative filtering is a domain-independent prediction technique for content that cannot easily and adequately be described by metadata such as movies and music. Collaborative filtering technique or sometimes called a social filtering, is a method that suggest information to users based on other user’s preferences. Based (Sharma et al., 2016) collaborative technique used a neighborhood concept which the contents are recommended based on other user’s preferences that have similar taste with the users. Collaborative technique is classified into two categories: neighborhood based, and model based. Neighborhood based method or sometimes called memory-based algorithm will choose the data that have been choose by the similarity with the user. It is a process to predict ratings by referring to the user’s which ratings are similar to the queried user (Mustafa et al., 2017). While model-based technique makes a predictive model based on the other user ratings. Reason for this method is to copy and model the interactions of user item with factors representing the hidden characteristics of the users and the items in the system (Shah et al., 2017).

Mobile Application Approach
Mobile application can be defined as a software application that run on a smartphone’s operating system. Currently mobile application is high on demand because of their popularity among end users (Ahmad et al., 2017) There are three common ways to develop the application: web approach, native approach and hybrid approach. Based on the reviewed literature, the approach that was chosen for the project was Native Mobile Application (NMA) since it has a better experience and run faster than Web Mobile Application and Hybrid Mobile Application.

Native Mobile Application
NMA is an application that develop on specific platforms and are written using languages that the platform accepts such as Objective-C for iOS and Java for android. NMA are fast and flexible and has
the best performance. There are two main mobile operating system platforms for native application: iOS and Android. There are several advantage and disadvantage using native mobile application. Table 1 shows the advantages and disadvantages of the NMA. For this project, android platform is chosen because it is preferable compared to iOS for apps development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distributed in app stores and play stores</td>
<td>Costly (not the best option for simple apps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More interactive and run much smoother</td>
<td>Difficult language to learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better user experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mobile Application Development**

**Project Architecture**

The system architecture was divided into three tiers: User Application tier, Web Server tier, and Database Server tier as shown in Figure 1. The User Application tier is the Android mobile application, where the users used this application for searching the recipe suggestions. The second tier is the Web Server tier, where the main process was done. The Web Server tier received the searched keywords from the mobile application, and the web server performed web scraping from the internet, in order to collect the data.

The data that have been collected were cleaned and filtered. The scraped data were the list of the recipe that matched the keywords provided by the user in the search. The list will be sent back to the mobile application and displayed to user. The searched ingredients keywords were also sent to the Database tiers where the database stores the searched ingredients, which were used for displaying on the ingredients page.
Mobile Application Flow

The first process is getting the input from user as shown in Figure 2(a). User will enter the preferred ingredients or recipe into the text boxes as the keywords. Then the keywords will be sent to the website to search for matching keywords. Then it will copy the whole website search result pages and the source code. Next, the websites HTML codes will be extracted to get only recipe name, image, description and link. Then it will be cleaned to get the raw text. Lastly, it will combine and structure the texts and displays the list of recipes as shown in Figure 2(b). To scrape the recipes from the websites, R language was used and the coding is done with RStudio. Before scraping the recipes, two packages from R were install which were `stringr` and `rvest`. Before display the search result, the program will check the accuracy point of the recipe, if it is more than 0, which means at least 1 keyword matched the title or description, then the recipe will be displayed. On the recipe lists, the missing keywords will also be displayed together.
Figure 2. (a) Recipe Searching Flow (b) Web Scraping

Figure 3. User Interface for Recipe Searching
Implementation and Testing
There are two testing were conducted during the development of the mobile app: Functionality Testing and Usability Testing. The functionality testing was conducted to confirm that the recipe app functioning well and runs as intended. Based on the result obtained, all functions in the mobile app operated as required after a number of modifications. Meanwhile, Usability Testing was performed to analyse end users satisfaction towards the app. A survey was conducted with 89 respondents participated in this test. The test consists of four sections. The sections are Section A – App Installation, Section B - User Interface Design, Section C – App Usability and Section D - Overall App Development.

App Installation
In this section, respondents were asked either the installation of the app is succesful or otherwise. Based on the survey, 93% of the respondents (83 respondents) are able to install and launch the app as shown in Figure 4. Only 7% of them (6 respondents) were unable to install due to incompatibility of their smartphone with the app (they are using Android 4.04 and Android 6.0.1 versions) and some of them are unsure what happened since they have not received any error message.

![APP INSTALLATION](image)

**Figure 4. Percentage of respondents for App Installation**

User Interface Design
In this section, the testing was conducted to assess user’s satisfaction towards the interface design of the app based on: suitable interface (font and color), user friendly and understandability, and common function buttons. The results were shown in Figure 5. Based on the results, most of the respondents are very satisfied with the criteria evaluated. 71 % of the respondents are very satisfied with the interface, 80% are very satisfied that the app is user friendly and understandable. 80% of them are very satisfied with all functions button in the app. There are no % of responses under disagree and strongly disagree scale.
App Usability
In this section, the testing covered how well the app met user requirements based on: accessibility (time and place), helps in finding Malaysian’s recipe, searching time, and recommended suitable recipe. Based on the results as shown in Figure 6, 90% of the respondents are very satisfied with the app as it helps them finding Malaysian’s recipes. Meanwhile, 85% of them are very satisfied that this app recommends suitable recipe based on their preferred ingredients. Beside, 83% are very satisfied that this app reduced their recipe searching time because this app can be accessed anywhere anytime.

Overall App Development
The last section assess the overall user’s level of satisfaction towards the implementation of the app. As shown in Figure 7, 89% of the respondents very satisfied with the development and implementation of the app in helping them to find the suitable recipe based on their preferences. User are also being asked for their suggestions and opinions towards the app, which hopefully can help giving ideas for future works or improvements.
Figure 7. Percentage of user’s level of satisfaction towards Overall App Development

Conclusion
Recipe4U app consists of two components, the Web Scraping component, which do all the processes of the application, and the Android mobile application which serves as the container for running and using the project on Android smartphones. Recipe4U was developed to help people to find Malaysian dishes recipe easily at their fingertips, in one place. It is aimed to solve the problem of hassle to open multiple websites just to find a recipe. This will help user to save their time to search for the right recipe. Furthermore, another key feature of Recipe4U is the ability to recommend popular ingredients and recipes to the user. This helps user to find out what kind of foods other users usually search for or what recipe they need with their available ingredients.

Even though the project has been successfully developed and all the objectives were achieved, there are some limitations for Recipe4U. The first suggestion is the lack of recipe search results list pagination. Currently, user need to scroll down a long list of the recipes list in the app. This can become troublesome if the list is too long, and even can make the app becomes overload. This will affect the user experience while using the app, which also affect the usage of the application. Moreover, the next limitation is the lack of save or bookmark recipe feature. This feature is useful for user to save their search results. As example, if a user search for a recipe that might be decided for later use, the user can save or bookmark the recipe first, so the user does not have to search for the recipe again. Currently, if the user wants to use the recipe again, he or she need to perform the search again. This feature will help to save time and improve satisfaction.

Once the Usability Testing results were evaluated and the limitations of the project has been identified, the next step is to propose some solutions or recommendations for implementation in the next version. The first recommendation is the app will add more website sources for scraping the recipes including social media websites such as Instagram and Facebook. This is because social media nowadays also become one of the popular platforms for people to share their recipes as social media is accessible by anyone. Then, for the second recommendation is to implement the pagination feature. The search result list can be limited to show only a few lists, and then user can expand the list by navigating to the next page, or just keep scrolling and new results will be auto populated. This
feature will greatly improve user experience of the app. Next is to implement the bookmark or save recipe feature. Since the project already have a database, then the database can also be used to store the list of recipes that user decided to save. This feature will also make it easy for the users to look for searched recipes in the history sections or bookmark section.

The final recommendation is to implement the sharing feature. The Recipe4U app can integrate with third-party social media platform for the sharing feature so that user can share their recipes directly to their own social media account. Furthermore, with the implementation of this feature can help to promote the app to other users, which will increase the success rate of the applications as more users are using the app.
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